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ʹ  
Mean cell size at division is generally constant for specific conditions and cell ͳͻ types, but the mechanisms coupling cell growth and cell cycle control with cell ʹͲ size regulation are poorly understood in intact tissues.  (ere we show that the ʹͳ continuously dividing fields of cells within the shoot apical meristem of ʹʹ Arabidopsis show dynamic regulation of mean cell size dependent on ʹ͵ developmental stage, genotype and environmental signals.  We show cell size ʹͶ at division and cell cycle length is effectively predicted using a two-stage cell ʹͷ cycle model linking cell growth and two sequential cyclin dependent kinase ʹ͸ ȋCDKȌ activities, and experimental results concur in showing that progression ʹ͹ through both Gͳ/S and Gʹ/M is size dependent. This work shows that cell-ʹͺ autonomous co-ordination of cell growth and cell division previously observed ʹͻ in unicellular organisms also exists in intact plant tissues, and that cell size may ͵Ͳ be an emergent rather than directly determined property of cells. ͵ͳ  ͵ʹ  ͵͵ ͵Ͷ 
͵  
Cell size depends on the two opposing processes of growth and division. To ͵ͷ maintain a constant distribution of cell sizes over generations, cells must be ͵͸ neither too large nor too small when they divide.  )f growth is linear, this can be ͵͹ achieved simply by dividing symmetrically after a constant amount of time, but if ͵ͺ growth is exponential or cells do not divide symmetrically, cell size must be ͵ͻ actively maintained and division triggered by size rather than age ͳ,ʹ.  According ͶͲ to such Ǯsizerǯ models, large cells will divide faster than small cells, a prediction Ͷͳ that has been confirmed in yeasts by comparing populations of cells of different Ͷʹ sizes produced by varying growth conditions ͵,Ͷ, by inducing temporary blocks to Ͷ͵ cell cycle progression ͷ or by utilizing naturally occurring asymmetric divisions ͶͶ 
Ͷ,͸.   Ͷͷ  Ͷ͸ Size control is generally considered to occur at one or more of the two primary Ͷ͹ cell cycle control checkpoints that precede the initiation of DNA synthesis ȋGͳ/S Ͷͺ transitionȌ and the onset of nuclear division ȋGʹ/M transitionȌ, and a single cycle Ͷͻ may consist of a combination of sizer and timer steps ͹–ͻ. Furthermore, the ͷͲ critical size required for cell cycle progression is dependent on environmental ͷͳ conditions ͵,ͳͲ–ͳʹ, therefore any underlying mechanism must not only explain size ͷʹ homeostasis, but also allow for environmental adaptation of cell size ͳʹ–ͳͶ. ͷ͵  ͷͶ Although many theoretical models have been proposed, identifying the ͷͷ molecular mechanisms behind cell size control has been more difficult. The ͷ͸ critical cell size required for division may be directly measured using a ͷ͹ Ǯmolecular rulerǯ  such as Pomͳͳͷ,ͳ͸, an inhibitor of cell division localized to the ͷͺ ends of rod-shaped fission yeast cells that blocks entry to mitosis until cells have ͷͻ 
Ͷ  
reached a critical length.  Alternatively, mean cell size at division may be an ͸Ͳ emergent property of a system in which the accumulationʹ,͹,ͳ͹,ͳͺ, dilutionʹ,ͳͻ or ͸ͳ destructionʹͲ of a protein, usually involved in the regulation of a particular phase ͸ʹ transition of the cell cycle, is proportional to cell size.  )n budding yeast, size-͸͵ dependent production of the positive Gͳ/S regulator cyclin Cln͵ has been ͸Ͷ proposed as such a size-control mechanismʹͳ, but more recently dilution of the ͸ͷ negative cell cycle regulator Whiͷ through cell growth has been suggested as a ͸͸ more likely mechanismͳͻ.  )n both fission yeastͳʹ,ͳ͵ and budding yeastͳͶ, the ͸͹ critical size for division is set according to nutrient availability via the conserved ͸ͺ TOR signaling pathway which feeds into the activity of key cell cycle regulators. ͸ͻ  ͹Ͳ )t is less clear whether such intrinsic cell size control is likely to play a large role ͹ͳ in regulating cell size in multicellular organismsʹʹ,ʹ͵, where cell size may be ͹ʹ constrained by tissue structure and changes in cell size are associated with ͹͵ development and morphogenesis.  )ndeed extracellular signals that play roles in ͹Ͷ co-ordinating development have been shown to be essential for growth and ͹ͷ division of higher eukaryotic cellsʹʹ–ʹͶ, indicating that cell size may be primarily ͹͸ regulated by mechanisms that operate at the level of the tissue.  Answering this ͹͹ question experimentally has been particularly difficult since significant technical ͹ͺ challenges are associated with transferring techniques from yeast to higher ͹ͻ eukaryotes, particularly if positional and developmental information is to be ͺͲ retained.    Studies using mammalian cell cultures have produced conflicting ͺͳ resultsʹͷ–͵Ͳ, but recent technical advances suggest that cell growth is not linearʹͺ–ͺʹ 
͵Ͳ and therefore active control of cell size is required, although the mechanism is ͺ͵ not yet clear. ͺͶ 
ͷ  
 ͺͷ )n plants, cell division is largely restricted to meristematic regions of the root ͺ͸ and shoot.  The shoot apical meristem ȋSAMȌ is a complex domed structure that ͺ͹ houses the stem cell niche and initiates above-ground organs ȋleaves and ͺͺ flowersȌ on its flanks.  The structure is accessible through dissection and ͺͻ continues to undergo development for several days in culture ͵ͳ,͵ʹ.  Studies to ͻͲ date show that cell size in the SAM is tightly developmentally regulated, with ͻͳ smaller cells in the central zone where the stem cell niche is located and larger ͻʹ cells in developing organs͵͵.   ͻ͵  ͻͶ SAM cells are  subject to tissue level controls from the plant hormones auxin and ͻͷ cytokinin, which are essential  for cell growth and divisionʹͶ, as well as to ͻ͸ mechanical constraints that arise from cells being connected via semi-rigid walls ͻ͹ and affect the plane of cell division ͵Ͷ. Analysis of cell growth rates in the SAM ͻͺ suggests cell size control is required ͵ͷ and indeed most models of plant tissue ͻͻ growth assume that cell division is triggered when cells reach a defined cell size ͳͲͲ 
͵͸–͵ͻ. (owever no cell-sizing mechanism has been proposed or identified for ͳͲͳ plant cells, and little is known about how cells behave when variation in cell size ͳͲʹ arises, or how changes in cell size are regulated during development. ͳͲ͵ Furthermore, it is not known when or how cell size is integrated with the control ͳͲͶ of the plant cell cycle. ͳͲͷ  ͳͲ͸ (ere we use ͶD time course analysis of developing SAMs to address the question ͳͲ͹ of cell size control in plants, both in the meristematic central zone and the ͳͲͺ developing primordia.   We investigate the relationship between cell size and cell ͳͲͻ 
͸  
cycle progression in this intact, growing tissue and identify at which points in the ͳͳͲ cell cycle size information is likely to be processed. Using a predictive model ͳͳͳ linking growth rate and cell cycle regulation, we probe the effects of altering cell ͳͳʹ cycle regulators on cell size and test these predictions using mutant lines. Our ͳͳ͵ results reveal dynamic regulation of cell size at both major cell cycle checkpoints ͳͳͶ in plant cells, and are consistent with cell size at division being an observed ͳͳͷ emergent property. ͳͳ͸  ͳͳ͹  ͳͳͺ 
 ͳͳͻ 
RESULTS ͳʹͲ 
Cell size is controlled by varying cell cycle length ͳʹͳ We first investigated the growth of cells in living intact meristems. Four ͳʹʹ Arabidopsis meristems were imaged by mounting dissected inflorescences in a ͳʹ͵ confocal scanning microscope and scanning every ͺ hours over a total of ͻ͸ ͳʹͶ hours. Curved surface projections ȋʹ.ͷDȌ of the outer cell layer ȋLͳȌ were used to ͳʹͷ segment the images and identify cells and lineagesͶͲ .  Since the Lͳ is a uniform ͳʹ͸ thickness, the outer cell surface area is a good proxy for cell volume ͳʹ͹ ȋSupplementary Fig. ͳa-cȌ.  )n agreement with previous work͵ͷ, we found that ͳʹͺ growth of both individual cells and groups of cells is non-linear, with the ͳʹͻ absolute increase in cell area increasing over time as the cells grow ȋFigure ͳ ͳ͵Ͳ a,cȌ.  )ndeed, taking the natural logarithm of the increase in area indicates that ͳ͵ͳ growth approximates to exponential growth ȋFig. ͳ b,dȌ.  Since it has been ͳ͵ʹ demonstrated that non-linearly growing cells must have cell size control to ͳ͵͵ prevent differences in size from being amplified over generations ͳ, we agree ͳ͵Ͷ 
͹  
with previous studies͵ͷ in concluding that a cell size control mechanism must be ͳ͵ͷ operating in the SAM.  Again in agreement with previous analyses͵ͷ, we found ͳ͵͸ only a weak relationship between cell size and the relative growth rate ȋRGRȌ of ͳ͵͹ the cell ȋSupplementary Fig. ͳdȌ,  indicating that cell size control is not achieved ͳ͵ͺ simply by restricting the growth of the largest cells.  )n contrast, we found a ͳ͵ͻ strong inverse relationship between cell size at birth and cell cycle length ȋFig. ͳ ͳͶͲ e,fȌ such that smaller cells take longer to divide than larger cells.  These results ͳͶͳ suggest a linkage between cell cycle length and cell size which may account for ͳͶʹ cell size controlͳ. ͳͶ͵  ͳͶͶ To further investigate whether the relationship between cell size and cell cycle ͳͶͷ length is responsible for cell size control, we used the occurrence of unequal ͳͶ͸ divisions to observe how variation in cell size is removed.  Consistent with ͳͶ͹ previous studies ͵ͺ,͵ͷ, we found that approximately ͸Ͳ % of divisions produced ͳͶͺ daughters with > ͷ µmʹ difference in outer cell surface area at birth, equivalent ͳͶͻ to inheriting on average > ͷͶ % of the parental area ȋSupplementary Fig. ʹa,bȌ.  ͳͷͲ )n the central zone, ͳͺʹ divisions were identified where both daughters could be ͳͷͳ tracked through an entire division cycle ȋFig. ʹa-cȌ.    )n Ͷ͸ cases ȋʹ͵%Ȍ, ͳͷʹ daughters divided synchronously, but in most cases ȋͳʹͷ/ͳͺʹȌ daughters ͳͷ͵ divided asynchronously with up to Ͷͺ hours difference in cell cycle length ȋFig. ͳͷͶ ʹb-dȌ.  Notably, sisters that divided asynchronously had a larger mean difference ͳͷͷ in area at birth than those that divided synchronously ȋFig.ʹ eȌ and in all but ͳͷ͸ eight cases ȋͶ% of asynchronous divisionsȌ, the larger daughter divided first and ͳͷ͹ on average added a smaller area to its birth size ȋFig. ʹeȌ.  Accordingly, a ͳͷͺ significant number of asymmetric pairs ȋ>ͷµmʹ difference in areaȌ were closer in ͳͷͻ 
ͺ  
size at division than at birth ȋbinomial test, ͹ʹ/ͳͲͷ, p = ͵.ͺͺͷe-ͲͷȌ.  Differences ͳ͸Ͳ in size at birth therefore appear to be corrected mainly by changes to cell cycle ͳ͸ͳ length through an inverse relationship that results in larger, faster cycling cells ͳ͸ʹ and smaller, slower cycling cells. ͳ͸͵  ͳ͸Ͷ 
Cell size depends on developmental stage and environment ͳ͸ͷ Using a further three stems imaged every three hours over a ͵Ͳ-hour time ͳ͸͸ course,  we detected the same inverse relationship between birth size and cell ͳ͸͹ cycle length throughout primordium development, during which mean cell size ͳ͸ͺ increases ȋFig. ʹfȌ.  (owever, whereas large and small daughters produced by ͳ͸ͻ uneven divisions showed small differences in relative growth rate ȋRGRȌ ͳ͹Ͳ ȋSupplementary Fig. ʹcȌ, mean RGR increased significantly during primordium ͳ͹ͳ formation ȋFig. ʹgȌ.  Cells in developing primordia consequently added more ͳ͹ʹ material per cycle than slower growing cells in the central region and maintained ͳ͹͵ larger cell sizes despite their shorter cell cycle.  Our results therefore indicate ͳ͹Ͷ that although homeostasis of cell size is produced by the inverse relationship ͳ͹ͷ between cell size and cell cycle length, the homeostatic cell size is itself ͳ͹͸ dependent on RGR.  ͳ͹͹  ͳ͹ͺ )n unicellular organisms, similar relationships between RGR and cell size are ͳ͹ͻ thought to be the result of metabolic constraints͵,ͳͲ–ͳʹ.  We therefore ͳͺͲ investigated the effect of environmental conditions that restrict photosynthesis ͳͺͳ on cell size. Plants were grown to the floral transition under normal light ͳͺʹ intensity, then transferred to low light conditions.  We observed a decrease in ͳͺ͵ the overall size of the SAM and number of primordia produced, but, in addition ͳͺͶ 
ͻ  
to these higher-level adaptations, a small but significant reduction in outer cell ͳͺͷ surface area was observed ȋeffect size = ʹ.ͺͳ µmʹ ± Ͳ.͹, p<Ͳ.ͲͲͳȌ ȋFig. ͵a-cȌ.  Cell ͳͺ͸ size could be restored by returning plants to normal light conditions ȋeffect size ͳͺ͹ = ʹ.ͷͶ µmʹ ± Ͳ.ͺͺ, p<Ͳ.ͲͲͳȌ ȋFig. ͵d-fȌ or culturing low-light grown apices on ͳͺͺ media containing ͳ % sucrose ȋeffect size = ͺ µmʹ ± Ͳ.͸͹, p<Ͳ.ͲͲͳȌȋFig. ͵g-jȌ. ͳͺͻ These results indicate that the observed change in cell size is a dynamic response ͳͻͲ to carbon source availability. Division size is therefore not fixed at an absolute ͳͻͳ value, but instead is dynamic and dependent on both developmental status and, ͳͻʹ as in unicellular organisms, on metabolic constraints. ͳͻ͵  ͳͻͶ 
One transition model of the cell cycle ͳͻͷ The dynamic nature of regulation suggests that maintenance of cell size may be ͳͻ͸ the result of the interplay of cell growth rate and cell cycle length rather than ͳͻ͹ being triggered at a fixed, absolute size.  )n this case, to produce larger faster ͳͻͺ cycling cells and smaller slower cycling cells, cell cycle progression itself must be ͳͻͻ dependent on cell size.  As in all other eukaryotes, the plant cell cycle consists of ʹͲͲ two active phases, synthesis ȋSȌ and mitosis ȋMȌ, separated by two gap phases ʹͲͳ ȋGͳ and GʹȌ.  Progression is regulated by the accumulation of CYCL)N ʹͲʹ DEPENDENT K)NASE ȋCDKȌ activity to threshold levels that trigger the Gͳ/S and ʹͲ͵ Gʹ/M transitions.  Regulation of the production of CDK activityʹͳ or the CDK ʹͲͶ threshold for transitionͳͻ have both been proposed as plausible mechanisms for ʹͲͷ integration of cell size into cell cycle progression in yeastʹ.  To explore whether ʹͲ͸ such a mechanism might explain our experimental observations, we produced a ʹͲ͹ model of CDK accumulation in a growing cell that considers the relative growth ʹͲͺ rate of the cell ȋgȌ, the rate of production of active CDK ሺpCDKȌ and the threshold ʹͲͻ 
ͳͲ  
level of CDK ȋTDivisionȌ required for division ȋFig. ͶaȌ.  )n yeast it has been ʹͳͲ demonstrated that the Gͳ/S and Gʹ/M transitions are driven by the overall CDK ʹͳͳ level, with a higher threshold required for the Gʹ/M transition Ͷͳ,Ͷʹ. For ʹͳʹ simplicity we therefore assumed that activity of a single CDK with constant pCDK ʹͳ͵ is sufficient to drive cell cycle progression, and, at a threshold level ȋTDivisionȌ ʹͳͶ triggers cell division according to a division ratio d.  Thus in contrast to existing ʹͳͷ models of plant tissue growth, division size is determined by the size at which ʹͳ͸ the CDK threshold is met, rather than being specified as a fixed geometric ʹͳ͹ parameter. ʹͳͺ  ʹͳͻ To explain the experimental data, the model must: iȌ maintain a constant average ʹʹͲ division size over generations, iiȌ remove heterogeneity created by uneven ʹʹͳ divisions, iiiȌ predict an inverse relationship between birth size and cycle length, ʹʹʹ and ivȌ predict division size proportional to g.  We first ran the model without ʹʹ͵ variation in g or d and without any interaction between cell size and pCDK or ʹʹͶ 
TDivision.  )n this case, if neither pCDK nor TDivision are dependent on cell size, cell-ʹʹͷ cycle length is invariant, consistent with a Ǯtimerǯ mechanismͳ.  )n this case cell ʹʹ͸ size at division is only constant when cell cycle length is equal to the time taken ʹʹ͹ for the cell to double in size.  Cell size does not converge following a simulated ʹʹͺ uneven division ȋFig. ͶbȌ and changing the RGR ሺgሻ leads to unstable division ʹʹͻ sizes ȋFig. ͶcȌ.  )f experimentally observed variations in RGR and division ratio ʹ͵Ͳ within a population are included in g and d, the distribution of cell sizes degrades ʹ͵ͳ over time, leading to an increasingly broad distribution of cell sizes ȋFig. ͶdȌ.  ʹ͵ʹ The model demonstrates that a timer mechanism based on the parameters ʹ͵͵ 
ͳͳ  
measured from our experiments would not be sufficient to produce constant cell ʹ͵Ͷ size. ʹ͵ͷ  ʹ͵͸ )n contrast, if pCDK is proportional to cell size ȋFig. ͶeȌ, such that the bigger the ʹ͵͹ cell the more active CDK it produces, division size is more stable.   This ʹ͵ͺ represents an initiator-accumulator Ǯsizerǯ mechanism where accumulation of ʹ͵ͻ CDK activity acts as the proxy for cell size ʹ,ͳͺ.  As expected of a Ǯsizerǯ model, ʹͶͲ division size returns to normal within a few cycles of an uneven division because ʹͶͳ the large cell divides more rapidly than the small cell ȋFig. ͶfȌ.  Also, consistent ʹͶʹ with our experimental data, cell size is dependent on the RGR g, with a higher ʹͶ͵ rate resulting in a larger cell size at division and a faster cell cycle ȋFig. ͶgȌ.  The ʹͶͶ model furthermore remains stable when noise in division sizes is introduced, ʹͶͷ predicting a steady distribution of cell sizes within the population over time ȋFig. ʹͶ͸ ͶhȌ within which the inverse relationship between cell size at birth and cell cycle ʹͶ͹ length is observable at the population level ȋFig. ͶiȌ. Cell size control was ʹͶͺ produced whether pCDK was dependent on Size, SizeͲ.͸͹ or SizeͲ.͵Ͷ indicating that ʹͶͻ pCDK and Size need not have the same dimensions in order to produce ʹͷͲ homeostasis.  (owever, control is less efficient as a greater number of cycles are ʹͷͳ required to return the system to a stable state after perturbation if SizeͲ.͸͹ or ʹͷʹ 
SizeͲ.͵Ͷ relationships are used. ȋSupplementary Fig. ͵a-fȌ. Similar results are ʹͷ͵ obtained if TDivision is inversely proportional to cell size according to an ʹͷͶ inhibition-dilution sizer modelʹ  ȋSupplementary Fig. Ͷa-cȌ, but not if pCDK is ʹͷͷ inversely proportional to cell size or TDivision is proportional to cell size ʹͷ͸ ȋSupplementary Fig. Ͷd-iȌ in which cases the relationship between cell size and ʹͷ͹ cell cycle length is reversed.  Size-dependent progression of the CDK cycle, ʹͷͺ 
ͳʹ  
producing larger faster cycling cells and smaller slower cycling cells, is therefore ʹͷͻ sufficient to predict our experimental observations. ʹ͸Ͳ  ʹ͸ͳ 
The CDK cycle co-ordinates cell size and cell cycle length ʹ͸ʹ To better understand the role of the CDK cycle in mediating the relationship ʹ͸͵ between cell size and cell cycle length, we re-ran the model to predict the ʹ͸Ͷ distribution of cell sizes in the meristems of mutants with a higher or lower rate ʹ͸ͷ of CDK production ȋpCDKሻ.  pCDK had a strong effect on the distribution of cell ʹ͸͸ sizes; decreasing pCDK increased predicted cell sizes, whereas increasing pCDK ʹ͸͹ led to decreased cell sizes ȋFig. ͶjȌ.  Despite the predicted changes in cell size, cell ʹ͸ͺ cycle length did not change regardless of whether pCDK or TDivision was used as ʹ͸ͻ the size-dependent parameter. This is in notable contrast to the effect of altering ʹ͹Ͳ g, which affects both cell size and cell cycle length ȋFig. ͶjȌ.  This reflects that the ʹ͹ͳ CDK cycle acts as the ǲgearing mechanismǳ between cell size and cell cycle ʹ͹ʹ length.  pCDK must therefore be constant in order to maintain the conversion of ʹ͹͵ increased cell size into a more rapid cell cycle.  ʹ͹Ͷ  ʹ͹ͷ Although there are a variety of mechanisms known to control the level of CDK ʹ͹͸ activity, protein synthesis is central: at Gͳ/S due to the lability of the regulatory ʹ͹͹ subunit CYCL)ND ȋCYCDȌ Ͷ͵, which is rate limiting for the Gͳ/S transitionͶͶ and ʹ͹ͺ has been shown to bind to CDKAͶͶ and increase CDKA activityͶͷ,Ͷ͸, and at Gʹ/M ʹ͹ͻ due to cell cycle dependent expression of both CYCL)NBͶ͹,Ͷͺ and CDKBs Ͷͻ–ͷͳ, a ʹͺͲ plant-specific group of mitotic CDKs with rate-limiting activity at the Gʹ/M ʹͺͳ transition ͷʹ.   ʹͺʹ  ʹͺ͵ 
ͳ͵  
To test our model predictions regarding pCDK, we measured cell sizes in ʹͺͶ meristems of mutants in which synthesis of CYCD͵ and CDKBͳ proteins are ʹͺͷ altered ͷ͵–ͷͷ, and also determined mean cell cycle length. Mean cell size was ʹͺ͸ increased both in the cycd3;1-3 mutant lacking all three CYCD3 genesͷͶ ȋFig. ͷa-cȌ ʹͺ͹ and the cdkb1;1/1;2 mutantͷͷ ȋFig. ͷi-kȌ lacking both CDKB1 genes, which are ʹͺͺ likely to reduce Gͳ/S and Gʹ/M CDK activity respectively, equivalent to reducing ʹͺͻ pCDK in our model.  Conversely, mean cell size was reduced when CYCD3;1 was ʹͻͲ overexpressed throughout the cell cycle under the control of the CaMV͵ͷs ʹͻͳ promoter ȋFig. ͷe-gȌ, equivalent to increasing pCDK in our model.  Despite ʹͻʹ changing cell size significantly, neither the mutants nor overexpressor produced ʹͻ͵ a significant change in RGR ȋSupplementary Figͷ a-cȌ or cell cycle length ȋFig. ͷd, ʹͻͶ h, lȌ compared to wild type.  This is consistent with the predicted effect of ʹͻͷ altering the value of pCDK in the model and supports the proposal that CDK ʹͻ͸ activity is essential in mediating the relationship between cell size and cell cycle ʹͻ͹ length. ʹͻͺ  ʹͻͻ 
Two transition model of the cell cycle ͵ͲͲ )n a study of fixed cells from Arabidopsis floral primordia, most growth was ͵Ͳͳ reported to take place during Gͳ ͷ͸, leading to the suggestion that, as in budding ͵Ͳʹ yeast ͳͳ,ͷ͹,ͷͺ and animal cells ͷͻ–͸ͳ, cell size is likely primarily controlled at the ͵Ͳ͵ Gͳ/S transition.  (owever, since loss of either Gͳ/S regulation ȋcycd3;1-3Ȍ or ͵ͲͶ Gʹ/M regulation ȋcdkb1;1/1;2Ȍ both resulted in increased cell size, our results ͵Ͳͷ indicate that both transitions may be important in regulating cell size in plants.  ͵Ͳ͸ Using our original model, it was not possible to distinguish between mutants ͵Ͳ͹ affecting Gͳ/S and Gʹ/M since both would be simulated as a reduction in the ͵Ͳͺ 
ͳͶ  
single pCDK value.  We therefore developed the model to incorporate two ͵Ͳͻ sequential CDK activities ȋCDKS and CDKMȌ with separate production rates ͵ͳͲ ȋpCDKS and pCDKMȌ to regulate the Gͳ/S and Gʹ/M transitions respectively ȋFig. ͵ͳͳ ͸aȌ.   ͵ͳʹ  ͵ͳ͵ We first tested the hypothesis that cell size is regulated at the Gͳ/S transition by ͵ͳͶ making pCDKS, but not pCDKM, dependent on cell size.  Thus Gͳ length is flexible, ͵ͳͷ but S-Gʹ-M takes a constant amount of time to complete ȋrepresenting sizer ͵ͳ͸ followed by timer mechanismsȌ. This model produced size control for a limited ͵ͳ͹ range of pCDKM within which the flexibility in Gͳ length was sufficient to ͵ͳͺ produce the inverse relationship between cell size and cell cycle length required ͵ͳͻ for homeostasis.  Outside this range, cell size was sufficiently large that cells ͵ʹͲ exited Gͳ immediately after birth.  The overall cell cycle length is then ͵ʹͳ determined by the inflexible, size-independent S-Gʹ-M phase and size control is ͵ʹʹ lost ȋFig. ͸b,fȌ.  A similar situation is found if size control is assumed to occur ͵ʹ͵ only at the Gʹ/M transition ȋtimer followed by sizerȌ, although the range of ͵ʹͶ stable pCDKS values is even narrower due to the shorter length of S-Gʹ-M ȋFig ͵ʹͷ ͸c,gȌ.  )n contrast, if both Gͳ/S and Gʹ/M are sequentially size-dependent ȋsizer ͵ʹ͸ followed by sizerȌ, both phases are flexible in length and cell size control is ͵ʹ͹ achieved over a wide range of pCDKS and pCDKM values ȋFig. ͸d,e,h,iȌ.  The ͵ʹͺ homeostatic system is therefore more robust if integration of cell size takes place ͵ʹͻ at more than one cell cycle transition and both phases are of flexible length.  ͵͵Ͳ  ͵͵ͳ  ͵͵ʹ 
Development of a fluorescent marker for S-G2-M ͵͵͵ 
ͳͷ  
To determine experimentally whether both cell cycle phase lengths are indeed ͵͵Ͷ flexible, we developed a fluorescent marker for cells in S-Gʹ-M that allows ͵͵ͷ tracking of cell cycle progression in intact tissues.  An engineered VENUS ͵͵͸ fluorescent protein containing the destruction box ȋDBȌ sequence from ͵͵͹ Arabidopsis CYCBͳ;ͳ ͸ʹ was placed under the control of the HISTONE H4 ͵͵ͺ promoter ͸͵, to produce a marker that is switched on at Gͳ/S and degraded ͵͵ͻ during mitosis.  Consistent with the expected dynamic expression, VENUS signal ͵ͶͲ was detected for a sustained period leading up to cell division ȋSupplementary ͵Ͷͳ Fig. ͸aȌ.  To validate whether the appearance of the marker coincided with the ͵Ͷʹ Gͳ/S transition, we compared its expression to the pattern of incorporation of ͵Ͷ͵ EdU, a thymidine analogue commonly used to identify S-phase cells ȋFig. ͹a-c, ͵ͶͶ Supplementary Fig. ͸b-dȌ.   ͵Ͷͷ  ͵Ͷ͸ Three populations of cells were identified; presumed Gͳ cells lacking both EdU ͵Ͷ͹ and H4::DB-VENUS, S-phase cells that have both EdU and H4::DB-VENUS and Gʹ-͵Ͷͺ M cells with only H4::DB-VENUS ȋFig. ͹cȌ. )nterestingly, predicted Gʹ-M cells ͵Ͷͻ were significantly larger than S-phase cells ȋFig. ͹dȌ, demonstrating that growth ͵ͷͲ does continue during S-Gʹ-M consistent with our proposal that cell size could be ͵ͷͳ relevant to stages of the cell cycle after the Gͳ/S transition.  That a smaller ͵ͷʹ increase in size occurs during S-Gʹ-M than in Gͳ is likely due to the longer ͵ͷ͵ relative length of the Gͳ phase.   ͵ͷͶ  ͵ͷͷ 
Both G1/S and G2/M transitions are size-dependent ͵ͷ͸ From time courses using the H4::DB-VENUS reporter in developing primordia, ͵ͷ͹ we noted that in older primordia both Gͳ and S-Gʹ-M decreased in length ͵ͷͺ 
ͳ͸  
compared to cells in younger primordia ȋFigure ͹e,fȌ indicating that neither ͵ͷͻ phase has an absolutely fixed length.  An inverse relationship similar to that seen ͵͸Ͳ between cell size and cell cycle length was also detected between cell size and ͵͸ͳ both Gͳ and S-Gʹ-M length ȋFig. ͹ g-jȌ, further supporting the hypothesis that ͵͸ʹ both the Gͳ/S and Gʹ/M transitions are size dependent.  The dependency of S-͵͸͵ Gʹ-M length on cell size was stronger in younger primordia ȋpͳ-pͷȌ ȋFig. ͹hȌ ͵͸Ͷ than in the larger cells of older primordia ȋp͸-pͳͲȌ ȋFig. ͹jȌ which may reflect ͵͸ͷ that a minimum phase length is eventually reached. ͵͸͸  ͵͸͹ )f phase length is dependent on cell size, cells entering a particular phase at a ͵͸ͺ larger size should complete it at an accelerated rate.  To test this prediction, we ͵͸ͻ measured phase length in the cycd3;1-3 and cdkb1;1/1;2 mutants, which display ͵͹Ͳ increased cell size but whose molecular lesions should affect CDK activity ͵͹ͳ specifically in Gͳ and Gʹ respectively. )n the cdkb1;1/1;2 mutant ȋFig. ͺ a,bȌ, S-͵͹ʹ Gʹ-M phase length was increased compared to wild type, consistent with its ͵͹͵ delayed Gʹ/M transition ȋFig. ͺdȌ, and cells were consequentially larger entering ͵͹Ͷ Gͳ ȋSupplementary Fig. ͸eȌ.  Gͳ length was shorter than wild type ȋFig. ͺcȌ ͵͹ͷ indicating that the larger cells exited into the subsequent S-phase more rapidly. ͵͹͸ We conclude therefore that Gͳ is size dependent.   ͵͹͹  ͵͹ͺ We next used the cycd3;1-3 mutant ȋFig. ͺ e,fȌ affected in the Gͳ-S transition to ͵͹ͻ similarly test if S-Gʹ-M is size dependent.  Gͳ was longer in cycd3;1-3 cells than ͵ͺͲ in wild type ȋFig. ͺgȌ and cells were larger when they entered S-Gʹ-M ͵ͺͳ ȋSupplementary Fig. ͸fȌ.  Consistent with S-Gʹ-M phase length also being size ͵ͺʹ 
ͳ͹  
dependent, S-Gʹ-M was shorter in larger cycd3;1-3 cells than in smaller wild type ͵ͺ͵ cells ȋFig. ͺhȌ.  Therefore in contrast to previous suggestions that cell size is ͵ͺͶ regulated at Gͳ/S in plants, our experimental results best match the predictions ͵ͺͷ of the model where the progression of both the Gͳ/S and Gʹ/M transitions are ͵ͺ͸ size dependent.     ͵ͺ͹  ͵ͺͺ 
DISCUSSION  ͵ͺͻ Our results uncover the link between the tightly coupled processes of growth ͵ͻͲ and division in an actively dividing plant tissue.  We propose that cell size in the ͵ͻͳ SAM is regulated by an intrinsic balance between cell growth and cell division ͵ͻʹ which determines the size at which cells divide.  Despite the presence of ͵ͻ͵ extracellular signaling molecules and mechanical constraints that are likely to ͵ͻͶ restrict cell size within tissues, we find that cell size control in the Arabidopsis ͵ͻͷ SAM is very similar to that described in yeast, a single-celled, free-living ͵ͻ͸ organism in which cell size can primarily be viewed as an adaptation to the ͵ͻ͹ environment.  Furthermore, changes in cell size observed during organogenesis ͵ͻͺ may be explained as an emergent property of increasing RGR within the system.  ͵ͻͻ Therefore, rather than requiring specific developmental mechanisms to alter cell ͶͲͲ size during development, plants may be utilizing the ancestral relationship ͶͲͳ between growth and division not only to achieve cell size homeostasis within ͶͲʹ dividing tissues but also to re-set cell size during organogenesis. ͶͲ͵  ͶͲͶ Central to the mechanism of control is the cell-size dependent progression of the ͶͲͷ cell cycle, mediated either by size-dependent accumulation of CDK activity or ͶͲ͸ size-dependent CDK thresholds. Although such models have long been proposed, ͶͲ͹ 
ͳͺ  
identifying the molecular mechanisms underpinning them has proven more ͶͲͺ difficult.  )n budding yeast the accumulation of the Gͳ cyclin Cln͵, the closest ͶͲͻ yeast homologue to plant CYCDs, and the dilution of transcriptional inhibitor ͶͳͲ Whiͷ, analogous in function to plant RET)NOBLASTOMA-RELATED ȋRBRȌ ͸Ͷ a Ͷͳͳ downstream target of CDKA-CYCD complexes, have been shown to be critical for Ͷͳʹ size-dependent cell cycle progression in yeast.  (owever, differential Ͷͳ͵ degradation of cell cycle regulators and interdependency between Gͳ/S and ͶͳͶ Gʹ/M components are also likely to be important.  CYCD and CDKBͳ proteins Ͷͳͷ together with their interactors and downstream effectors will therefore need to Ͷͳ͸ be quantified in detail throughout the cell cycle in order identify the exact Ͷͳ͹ molecular mechanisms acting in plants.  The volume of cell compartments such Ͷͳͺ as the nucleus, and the localization of molecules within them, for example to Ͷͳͻ binding sites on DNA, will also need to be investigated to distinguish between ͶʹͲ mechanisms; an activator accumulator mechanism requires a constant nuclear Ͷʹͳ volume or number of binding sites͸ͷ to titrate CDK activity against, whereas an Ͷʹʹ inhibitor-dilution mechanism requires an increase in volumeͳͻ. Ͷʹ͵  ͶʹͶ )n contrast to many systems where Gͳ has been found to be flexible in length and Ͷʹͷ S-Gʹ-M fixed, we found evidence of size-dependent control at both the Gͳ/S and Ͷʹ͸ Gʹ/M transitions consistent with work in fission yeast ͸͸.  (owever, in Ͷʹ͹ comparison to wild type fission yeast grown under nutrient rich conditions, Ͷʹͺ which has a very short Gͳ and effectively depends upon the Gʹ/M transition for Ͷʹͻ cell size controlͺ,ͳʹ,͸͸, phase lengths in wild type Arabidopsis SAM cells were Ͷ͵Ͳ more balanced and more closely resemble fission yeast grown under nutrient Ͷ͵ͳ poor conditions.  Maintaining two flexible phases may create greater control of Ͷ͵ʹ 
ͳͻ  
cell cycle length and be important in allowing cell size to be coordinately Ͷ͵͵ regulated in growing tissues in which the cell cycle is not synchronized.  Ͷ͵Ͷ )ntriguingly, our results indicate that it is the plant specific, mitotic CDKB that Ͷ͵ͷ pushes cells from a fission-yeast like cycle with short Gͳ into a cycle with a Ͷ͵͸ longer Gͳ. Ͷ͵͹  Ͷ͵ͺ Finally we note that since the system described here is dynamic, cell size at Ͷ͵ͻ division, cell cycle length and the lengths of the Gͳ and S-Gʹ-M phases of the cell ͶͶͲ cycle are all flexible and may be responsive to a range of intrinsic and extrinsic ͶͶͳ signals.  Cell size at division should therefore be regarded not as a fixed ͶͶʹ parameter that functions to produce arbitrary subdivisions of tissue space, but ͶͶ͵ rather as an emergent property that allows for flexibility in cell size and creates ͶͶͶ an additional level of response through which environmental and developmental ͶͶͷ signals are integrated into plant tissue growth and structure. ͶͶ͸ ͶͶ͹ 
ʹͲ  
Materials and methods ͶͶͺ  ͶͶͻ 
Plant Material and Growth Conditions ͶͷͲ pP)Nͳ::P)Nͳ-GFP ȋCol-ͲȌ ͸͹, cycd3;1-3 ȋCol-ͲȌ ͷͶ, cdkb1;1/1;2 ȋCol-ͲȌ ͷͷ, Ͷͷͳ p͵ͷs::CYCD͵;ͳ ȋLerȌ Ͷͷ have been described previously.  Seeds were stratified in Ͷͷʹ the dark at Ͷ °C for Ͷͺ hours then germinated on solid growth medium and Ͷͷ͵ grown for seven days ȋcontinuous light at ͸Ͳ µmol m-ʹ s-ͳ, ʹͳ °CȌ before ͶͷͶ transferring to soil and growing to the floral transition ȋͳ͸ hours light at ͳͷͲ Ͷͷͷ 
µmol m-ʹ s-ͳ, ͺ hours dark, ʹͳ °CȌ.  For low light growth conditions, light intensity Ͷͷ͸ was reduced to ͳͲ µmol m-ʹ s-ͳ.  SAMs were dissected once the inflorescence Ͷͷ͹ stem was > Ͳ.ͷ cm in height.  Dissection and culture of stems was carried out as Ͷͷͺ described previously͸ͺ.  Unless otherwise stated SAM culture medium contained Ͷͷͻ ͳ % sucrose.  Where sucrose concentration was reduced, sucrose was replaced Ͷ͸Ͳ with an equal molarity of mannitol.  For time course experiments stems were Ͷ͸ͳ allowed to recover overnight after dissection before beginning imaging.  For light Ͷ͸ʹ intensity experiments, stems were imaged immediately after dissection. Ͷ͸͵  Ͷ͸Ͷ 
Confocal Microscopy Ͷ͸ͷ For analysis of wild type stems over ͻ͸-hour and ͵Ͳ-hour time courses, Ͷ͸͸ expression of pPIN1::PIN1-GFP was used to identify cell membranes.  For mutant Ͷ͸͹ analysis, stems were immersed in ͵͵ µg/µL FM Ͷ-͸Ͷ ȋMolecular ProbesȌ for ͵Ͳ-Ͷ͸ͺ ͸Ͳ seconds then incubated for a further ͷ minutes prior to imaging.  Confocal Ͷ͸ͻ stacks were taken using a Zeiss ͹ͺͲ Meta confocal microscope with ͶͲX water Ͷ͹Ͳ dipping objective.  For detailed wild-type time courses, stems were imaged every Ͷ͹ͳ three or ͺ hours hours for a total of ͻ͸ or ͵Ͳ hours respectively.  For mutant Ͷ͹ʹ 
ʹͳ  
analysis two images were taken ʹͶ hours apart.  Between imaging, stems were Ͷ͹͵ returned to the growth chamber. Ͷ͹Ͷ  Ͷ͹ͷ 
Image Processing and Analysis Ͷ͹͸ Confocal stacks were analysed using MorphoGraphX ͶͲ.  Signal from layer one Ͷ͹͹ ȋLͳȌ of the SAM was projected onto a ʹ.ͷD surface representing the outer surface Ͷ͹ͺ of the ͵D meristem.  Signal from cell membranes was used to segment the Ͷ͹ͻ projected surface into individual cells.  Since Lͳ thickness was consistent ͶͺͲ ȋSupplementary Fig. ͳa-bȌ, outer surface area was found to be a good proxy of Ͷͺͳ cell volume ȋSupplementary Fig. ͳcȌ.  Lineage information was manually Ͷͺʹ annotated through pairwise comparisons of consecutive time points using Ͷͺ͵ lineage tracking tools, then compiled along with outer cell surface area in an ͶͺͶ SQLiteMan database.  Developmental stages were identified according to Ͷͺͷ morphological landmarks and timecourse information; the central zone was Ͷͺ͸ estimated as the area between outgrowing primordia, pͳ was identified as the Ͷͺ͹ first primordia in which P)Nͳ veination was identified, primordia ʹ to ͳͲ were Ͷͺͺ numbered according to the assumed order of phyllotaxy and size of organ, Ͷͺͻ incipient primordia iͳ-i͵ were predicted relative to the position of the ͶͻͲ outgrowing primordia.  Organ stage was recorded at birth for measurements of Ͷͻͳ cell cycle length and Gͳ length and at the Gͳ/S transition for measurements of S-Ͷͻʹ Gʹ-M length.  RGR was calculated using the following formula RGR=(lnAͳ – Ͷͻ͵ 
lnAͲ)/tͳ-tͲ where AͲ is the outer cell surface area at the beginning of the ͶͻͶ experiment ȋtͲȌ and Aͳ is the outer cell surface area after ʹͶ hours ȋtͳȌ.  To Ͷͻͷ calculate cell cycle length and phase length, the equation was rearranged to Ͷͻ͸ calculate the amount of time required to increase in size from mean birth size to Ͷͻ͹ 
ʹʹ  
the mean division size ȋfor cycle lengthȌ, mean birth size to mean Gͳ/S transition Ͷͻͺ size ȋfor Gͳ lengthȌ and from mean Gͳ/S transition size to mean division size Ͷͻͻ ȋfor S-Gʹ-M lengthȌ based on the mean measured RGR for that stem.  Cells that ͷͲͲ had undergone the Gͳ/S transition were identified through the expression of ͷͲͳ 
H4::DB-VENUS in a cell where expression had not previously been detected. ͷͲʹ Statistical analyses were performed in R.  For cell size comparisons many cells ͷͲ͵ were measured from each stem, therefore distributions were analysed using a ͷͲͶ generalised linear model, including stem as a random factor.  To evaluate ͷͲͷ whether the data met the assumptions of the model, diagnostic plots were used ͷͲ͸ to confirm that the residuals exhibited homogeneity, normality and ͷͲ͹ independence.  Cell cycle length and phase length were calculated as a stem ͷͲͺ average, and compared by T-test for mutant versus wild type analysis and by ͷͲͻ ANOVA for organ stage analysis.  Sample sizes were determined based on the ͷͳͲ effect sizes observed in pilot experiments.  Any stems that were damaged during ͷͳͳ the time course were excluded from analysis.  ͷͳʹ  ͷͳ͵ 
Generation of pH4::DB-VENUS reporter ͷͳͶ The DNA construct was built using a three-way GatewayTM ȋ)nvitrogenȌ reaction ͷͳͷ according to the manufacturerǯs instructions.  The promoter fragment of the ͷͳ͸ (istone(Ͷ gene as described in ͸͵ was cloned into pDONR LͶ-Rͳ, a ͵ͷ͹ bp ͷͳ͹ fragment encoding the N terminal sequence of CYCL)N Bͳ;ͳ ͸ʹ was cloned into ͷͳͺ pENTR SD TOPO and VENUS was cloned into pDONR Rʹ-L͵.  Binary vector ͷͳͻ pB͹m͵ͶGW ͸ͻ, containing RͶ and R͵ recombination sites and BAR gene for plant ͷʹͲ selection, was used as the destination vector and for plant transformation.  The ͷʹͳ construct was introduced into wild type ȋCol-ͲȌ plants by floral dipping. ͷʹʹ 
ʹ͵  
 ͷʹ͵ 
Detection of DNA synthesis ͷʹͶ Dissected SAMs containing pH4::DB-VENUS were imaged as described above.  ͷʹͷ Stems were transferred to solid media containing ʹͲ µM ͷ-ethynyl-ʹ'-ͷʹ͸ deoxyuridine ȋEdUȌ ȋMolecular ProbesȌ and submerged in sterile water ͷʹ͹ containing ʹͲ µM EdU for five minutes.  Submersion liquid was removed and ͷʹͺ stems incubated for a further three hours before transferring to fresh, ͷʹͻ unsupplemented media and re-imaging.  )mmediately after imaging, stems were ͷ͵Ͳ fixed by incubating in a solution of ͵.͸ % formaldehyde, Ͳ.Ͳͳ % Triton XͳͲͲ in ͷ͵ͳ PBS ȋp( ͹Ȍ for at least one hour.  Stems were rinsed three times in water before ͷ͵ʹ performing the Click-iT® ȋThermoFisher ScientificȌ detection reaction.  For ͷ͵͵ efficient detectionͷ͸ stems were incubated for one hour in detection solution one ͷ͵Ͷ ȋͳͲ µM Alexa Ͷͺͺ Azide, ͳͲͲ mM Tris p( ͺ.ͷȌ followed by ͵Ͳ mins in detection ͷ͵ͷ solution two ȋͳͲ µM Alexa Ͷͺͺ Azide, ͳͲͲ mM Tris p( ͺ.ͷ, ͳ mM CuSOͶ, ͳͲͲ mM ͷ͵͸ Ascorbic AcidȌ. ͷ͵͹  ͷ͵ͺ 
One transition model implementation ͷ͵ͻ Cell division models were run iteratively in MATLAB®.  Each time step ȋtȌ, ͷͶͲ equating to one hour, cell size is recalculated according to the growth rate, g ȋͳȌ, ͷͶͳ then CDK activity is produced according to the production rate pCDK  ȋʹȌ.   ͷͶʹ  ͷͶ͵ Sizetሺnሻ = Sizetሺn-ͳሻ + ሺSizetሺn-ͳሻ* g * tሺnሻ-tሺn-ͳሻ ሻ   ሺͳሻ ͷͶͶ CDKtሺnሻ = CDKtሺn-ͳሻ + ሺpCDK * tሺnሻ-tሺn-ͳሻሻ   ሺʹሻ ͷͶͷ  ͷͶ͸ 
ʹͶ  
Total CDK activity is compared to the CDK threshold value TDivision.  )f the total ͷͶ͹ CDK activity is greater than TDivision, mitosis is triggered.  Mitosis takes a single ͷͶͺ time step to complete.  The cell divides according to a division ratio d to give two ͷͶͻ daughters of appropriate sizes.  At birth each cell is assigned a value for d, either ͷͷͲ fixed at ͷͲ for models without variation or drawn from a normal distribution ͷͷͳ based on our measurements for models with variation ȋSupplementary Fig. ʹbȌ.  ͷͷʹ When the cell divides, this preassigned value is used to determine the area of the ͷͷ͵ first daughter as a percentage of the parent area.  The area of the second ͷͷͶ daughter is then calculated by subtraction. ͷͷͷ  ͷͷ͸ For size-dependent models either pCDK is made proportional to cell size ȋ͵Ȍ or ͷͷ͹ 
TDivision is made inversely proportional to cell size ȋͶȌ. ͷͷͺ  ͷͷͻ CDKtሺnሻ = CDKtሺn-ͳሻ + ሺSizetሺnሻ * pCDK * tሺnሻ-tሺn-ͳሻሻ  ሺ͵ሻ ͷ͸Ͳ TDivisionS = TDivision * ͳ/Size    ሺͶሻ ͷ͸ͳ  ͷ͸ʹ The parameter values used in the simulations for g, pCDK, TDivision and d are given ͷ͸͵ in Supplementary Table ͳ.  Values for g and d are based on our experimental ͷ͸Ͷ observations. g is constant and independent of cell size, consistent with our ͷ͸ͷ observations that size accounts for very little of the observed variation in RGR ͷ͸͸ within a developmental zone ȋSupplementary Fig. ͳdȌ.  )ntroducing a size-ͷ͸͹ dependent RGR term based on our regression slope did not affect our conclusion ͷ͸ͺ that an inverse relationship between cell size and cell cycle length is required for ͷ͸ͻ size control, or that CDK activity is central to this relationship. )t does however ͷ͹Ͳ produce a small increase in cycle length in large celled mutants ȋcycd3;1-3 and ͷ͹ͳ 
ʹͷ  
cdkb1;1/1;2Ȍ and a slight decrease in cell cycle length in small celled simulations ͷ͹ʹ ȋ35s::CYCD3;1Ȍ ȋSupplementary Fig. ͹Ȍ.  The ratio between pCDK and TDivision, ͷ͹͵ which determines cell cycle length, was set for each model variation as follows;  ͷ͹Ͷ first the starting value for TDivision was set at an arbitrary value, then the value of ͷ͹ͷ pCDK  required to produce an increase in cell area from ʹͲ to ͶͲ µmʹ per cell ͷ͹͸ cycle given the value of TDivision was determined ȋSupplementary Table ʹȌ.    The ͷ͹͹ effect of altering this ǲwild typeǳ ratio was then investigated by altering pCDK ͷ͹ͺ while keeping TDivision constant.   ͷ͹ͻ   ͷͺͲ For model simulations including observed variation in RGR and division ratio, ͷͺͳ cells were assigned a value of g and d selected at random from a normal ͷͺʹ distribution of values based on the measured mean and standard deviation.  ͷͺ͵ Simulations were initiated with ͳͲͲ asynchronous cells.  The population was ͷͺͶ restricted to ͳͲͲ cells by removing randomly selected cells when the population ͷͺͷ exceeded ͳͲͲ. ͷͺ͸  ͷͺ͹ 
Two transition model implementation ͷͺͺ The two transition model is an extension of the one-transition model, where ͷͺͻ instead of triggering cell division, attainment of the first threshold ȋTGͳ/SȌ ͷͻͲ triggers the initiation of a second CDK regulated phase.  When the second ͷͻͳ threshold ȋTGʹ/MȌ is met cell division is triggered.  Both phases are simulated as ͷͻʹ described above.  Parameter values for g and d were as used in the one-ͷͻ͵ transition model. The initial ǲwild typeǳ ratios between pCDKS and pCDKM and ͷͻͶ their respective thresholds were determined as described above.  )n order to ͷͻͷ capture the meaningful relationship between TGͳ/S and TGʹ/M, initial threshold ͷͻ͸ 
ʹ͸  
values were set based on relative measurements of CDK activity at the Gͳ/S and ͷͻ͹ Gʹ/M transitions in synchronized Arabidopsis cell cultures ͹Ͳ.  Wild type ratios ͷͻͺ produced an average increase in cell area from ʹͲ to ͶͲ µmʹ per cell cycle and Gͳ ͷͻͻ length representing ͸Ͳ % of the total cell cycle length  These ǲwild typeǳ ratios, ͸ͲͲ were  altered  by changing pCDKS or pCDKM, but keeping TGͳ/S and TGʹ/M constant. ͸Ͳͳ  ͸Ͳʹ 
Data Availability ͸Ͳ͵ All relevant data are available from the authors upon request. ͸ͲͶ  ͸Ͳͷ 
Code Availability ͸Ͳ͸ Matlab scripts model simulations are available at  https://github.com/Angharad-͸Ͳ͹ Jones/CellCycleModel .  Scripts used in data analysis are available from the ͸Ͳͺ authors upon request. ͸Ͳͻ  ͸ͳͲ 
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Figure 1: Cell size control is required to maintain cell size in the SAM ͺͳ͸ 
aȌ Graph showing the increase in lineage area of the nine most central cell ͺͳ͹ lineages in the central region of the SAM over ͻ͸ hours of growth.  Each lineage ͺͳͺ begins with a single cell.  ͺͳͻ 
bȌ Natural log transformed data from graph a. Linear regression indicates an ͺʹͲ exponential relationship. ͺʹͳ 
cȌ )ncrease in total area of the lineages shown in parts a and b.  ͺʹʹ 
dȌ Natural log transformed data from graph c.  Linear regression indicates an ͺʹ͵ exponential relationship. ͺʹͶ 
eȌ Graph showing relationship between cell area at birth and cell cycle length for ͺʹͷ ͳͺʹ cells from the central zone.  ͺʹ͸ 
fȌ Natural log transformed data from graph e.  Red line shows linear regression.ͺʹ͹ 
͵͹  
 ͺʹͺ 
Figure 2: An inverse relationship between cell size and cell cycle length, ͺʹͻ 
and a positive relationship between RGR and cell size regulate cell size in ͺ͵Ͳ 
the SAM and developing primordia. ͺ͵ͳ 
aȌ Time course images showing two example lineages ȋlabelled ͳ and ʹȌ where ͺ͵ʹ both daughters of a division can be tracked through an entire cycle.  Colours ͺ͵͵ indicate cell identities ȋupper rowȌ and outer cell surface area ȋlower rowȌ. ͺ͵Ͷ Lineage ͳ shows equal division of the parent cell.  Lineage ʹ shows unequal ͺ͵ͷ division of the parent cell. Scale bar represents ͳͲ µm. ͺ͵͸ 
b-cȌ Cell sizes over time of daughters of lineages ͳ and ʹ, which divide ͺ͵͹ synchronously and asynchronously respectively.  The daughter with the largest ͺ͵ͺ birth size is shown in red and the daughter with the smaller birth size is shown ͺ͵ͻ in blue. ͺͶͲ 
dȌ Frequency distribution of differences in cell cycle length between daughter ͺͶͳ cells from the same division, calculated as the cycle length of the largest daughter ͺͶʹ at birth minus the cycle length of the smallest daughter at birth. n = ͳͺʹ. ͺͶ͵ 
eȌ Mean difference in size at birth ȋblackȌ, calculated as area of larger daughter at ͺͶͶ birth - area smaller daughter at birth, and mean difference in total growth ȋredȌ ͺͶͷ calculated as increase in area of larger daughter at birth minus the increase in ͺͶ͸ area of smaller daughter at birth.  Negative growth difference values indicate ͺͶ͹ that the smaller daughter grew by the largest amount.  Data grouped by ͺͶͺ difference in cell cycle length ȋn varies by group, n = ͳ, ͳ, ͵, ͳ͹, Ͷͳ, ͸ʹ, Ͷͻ, ͹, ͳȌ.  ͺͶͻ Synchronously ȋSȌ dividing sisters show little difference in size at birth or in ͺͷͲ growth, but asynchronously dividing sister cells ȋAȌ show larger differences in ͺͷͳ 
͵ͺ  
size at birth and undergo different amounts of growth.  Error bars represent ͺͷʹ standard deviation. ͺͷ͵ 
fȌ Mean cell size at birth and mean cell cycle length of cells grouped by ͺͷͶ developmental zones where CZ = central zone, PZ = peripheral zone, i = incipient ͺͷͷ primordia and p = primordia.  Means calculated from three stems.  Error bars ͺͷ͸ represent standard deviation. ͺͷ͹ 
gȌ Mean relative growth rate ȋRGRȌ of cells grouped by developmental zones as ͺͷͺ described above. Means calculated from three stems.  Error bars represent ͺͷͻ standard deviation.  Note that there is greater variation between cells in different ͺ͸Ͳ zones than between cells in the same zones ȋANOVA, Fȋͳͷ,ͳȌ=ʹͻ.ͻͺͻ, p < Ͳ.ͲͲͳȌ. ͺ͸ͳ *, **, *** indicate significant difference from the RGR of the CZ at the Ͳ.Ͳͷ, Ͳ.Ͳͳ ͺ͸ʹ and Ͳ.ͲͲͳ levels respectively. ͺ͸͵ ͺ͸Ͷ 
͵ͻ  
 ͺ͸ͷ 
Figure 3: Mean cell size in the SAM is dynamic and dependent on metabolic ͺ͸͸ 
constraints. ͺ͸͹ 
a-bȌ Segmented surface projections of stems from plants grown to floral ͺ͸ͺ transition under normal light intensity ȋNLȌ then either kept under NL ͺ͸ͻ conditions ȋaȌ or transferred to low light intensity ȋLLȌ conditions ȋbȌ.  Shading ͺ͹Ͳ indicates outer cell surface area.  Red circle indicates the region between ͺ͹ͳ outgrowing primordia used for quantification. Scale bars represent ʹͲ µm. ͺ͹ʹ 
cȌ Distribution of cell sizes under NL>NL and NL>LL.  Boxes represent the ͺ͹͵ interquartile range, whiskers represent total range.  ȋGLMM, n = ͵Ͷͺ cells from ͺ͹Ͷ ͳʹ stems, ͸ stems per treatmentȌ. ͺ͹ͷ 
d-eȌ Segmented surface projections of stems grown under NL>LL conditions ͺ͹͸ then kept in LL ȋdȌ or transferred back to NL ȋeȌ.  Shading indicates the outer cell ͺ͹͹ surface area. Red circle indicates the region between outgrowing primordia used ͺ͹ͺ for quantification.  Scale bars represent ʹͲ µm. ͺ͹ͻ 
fȌ Distribution of cell sizes under NL>LL>LL and NL>LL>NL conditions.  Boxes ͺͺͲ represent the interquartile range, whiskers represent total range. ȋGLMM, n = ͺͺͳ ͵ʹͳ cells from ͳͲ stems, ͷ stems per treatmentȌ. ͺͺʹ 
g-iȌ Segmented surface projections of dissected stems from plants grown under ͺͺ͵ NL>LL conditions, then cultured for ͹ʹ hours growth on media containing Ͳ % ͺͺͶ ȋgȌ, Ͳ.ͳ % ȋhȌ or ͳ % sucrose ȋiȌ.  Shading indicates the outer cell surface area.  ͺͺͷ Red circle indicates the region between outgrowing primordia used for ͺͺ͸ quantification. ͺͺ͹ 
jȌ Distribution of cell sizes following ͹ʹ hours growth on medium containing Ͳ ͺͺͺ %, Ͳ.ͳ % or ͳ % sucrose.  Boxes represent the interquartile range, whiskers ͺͺͻ 
ͶͲ  
represent total range. ȋGLMM, n = Ͷͺ͵ cells from ͳʹ stems, ͵ stems per ͺͻͲ treatmentȌ. ͺͻͳ *, **, *** indicate a significance at the Ͳ.Ͳͷ, Ͳ.Ͳͳ and Ͳ.ͲͲͳ levels respectively. ͺͻʹ  ͺͻ͵ 
 ͺͻͶ 
Figure 4: Cell size dependent progression of the cell cycle is sufficient to ͺͻͷ 
produce an inverse relationship between cell size and cell cycle length and ͺͻ͸ 
homeostasis of cell size. ͺͻ͹ 
aȌ Schematic of model wiring.  Model consists of a growth loop ȋleft hand sideȌ ͺͻͺ and a CDK loop ȋright hand sideȌ.  With each time step, size and CDK ͺͻͻ concentration are recalculated according to the relative growth rate ȋgȌ and the ͻͲͲ rate of production of active CDK ȋpCDKȌ respectively.  When the concentration of ͻͲͳ CDK rises above the threshold level ȋTDivisionȌ cell division is triggered and cells ͻͲʹ divide according to a division ratio d. ͻͲ͵ 
b-cȌ Simulation results for model where pCDK and TDivision are independent of ͻͲͶ cell size.  Simulations are run without variation in g or d and are designed to test ͻͲͷ the effect an uneven division ȋbȌ or a change in RGR ȋcȌ.  )n the uneven division ͻͲ͸ test the simulation is initiated with a large cell ȋblueȌ and a small cell ȋredȌ.  )n ͻͲ͹ the RGR test, the simulation was run with increased ȋredȌ or decreased ȋblueȌ ͻͲͺ relative growth rate g.  Graphs show cell size over time, representing a period of ͻͲͻ at least six division cycles. ͻͳͲ 
dȌ Simulation where pCDK and TDivision are independent of cell size, including ͻͳͳ variation in g and d according to observed values.  The population is initiated ͻͳʹ with ͳͲͲ asynchronous cells. ͻͳ͵ 
Ͷͳ  
eȌ Schematic of model wiring.  Growth loop and CDK loop are integrated by ͻͳͶ making the production of CDK dependent on size ȋred arrowȌ. ͻͳͷ 
f-gȌ Simulation results where pCDK is directly proportional to cell size.  ͻͳ͸ Simulations of an uneven division ȋfȌ and a change in RGR ȋgȌ were run as above ͻͳ͹ ȋb-cȌ. ͻͳͺ 
hȌ Simulation using model with pCDK directly proportional to cell size, including ͻͳͻ variation in g and d according to observed values.  The population is initiated ͻʹͲ with ͳͲͲ asynchronous cells. ͻʹͳ 
iȌ Relationship between cell size and cell cycle length in individual cells in a ͻʹʹ simulated population of ͳͲͲ asynchronous cells. ͻʹ͵ 
jȌ The effect of altering RGR ȋredȌ and pCDK ȋblueȌ on the distribution of cell ͻʹͶ sizes and cell cycle lengths in a population of ͳͲͲ cells simulated as above. ͻʹͷ 
TDivision is unaltered.  Relative fold changes in parameter values relative to WT ͻʹ͸ values are indicated on the graphs.  Note that altering pCDK changes cell size, but ͻʹ͹ not cell cycle length.  Data points represent means, error bars represent standard ͻʹͺ deviation. ͻʹͻ  ͻ͵Ͳ 
 ͻ͵ͳ 
Figure 5: Cell size, but not cell cycle length, is dependent on CDK activation.  ͻ͵ʹ 
a-bȌ Segmented surface projections of stems of wild type ȋColͲȌ ȋaȌ and cycd3;1-ͻ͵͵ 
3 triple mutant plants ȋbȌ.  Shading indicates outer surface area.  Scale bars ͻ͵Ͷ represent ʹͲ µm. ͻ͵ͷ 
cȌ Distribution of cell sizes in WT ȋCol-ͲȌ and cycd3;1-3 triple mutant plants.  ͻ͵͸ Boxes represent the interquartile range, whiskers represent total range. ȋGLMM, ͻ͵͹ 
Ͷʹ  
WT = ͳͺʹͲ cells from ͻ stems, cycd3;1-3 ͳͶͺʹ cells from ͺ stems, Effect size = ͻ͵ͺ ͳͷ.ͺ͹ µmʹ ± Ͳ.͸ͳ, p < Ͳ.ͲͲͳȌ ͻ͵ͻ 
dȌ Distribution of mean cell cycle length in WT ȋCol-ͲȌ and cycd3;1-3 triple ͻͶͲ mutant plants.  Boxes represent the interquartile range, whiskers represent total ͻͶͳ range. ȋt-test, WT ͻ stems, cycd3;1-3 ͺ stems, t = Ͳ.ͺ͸͹, df = ͳ͵.ͷ, p Ͳ.ͶͲͳͳȌ ͻͶʹ 
e-fȌ Segmented surface projections of stems of wild type ȋColͲ/LerȌ ȋeȌ and ͻͶ͵ ͵ͷs::CYCD͵;ͳ +/- plants ȋfȌ.  Shading indicates outer surface area. Scale bars ͻͶͶ represent ʹͲ µm. ͻͶͷ 
gȌ Distribution of cell sizes in WT ȋColͲ/LerȌ and 35s::CYCD3;1 +/- plants.  Boxes ͻͶ͸ represent the interquartile range, whiskers represent total range. ȋGLMM, WT ͻͶ͹ ͹͸ͻ cells from ͷ stems, 35s::CYCD3;1 +/- ͳ͵ʹͲ cells from ͹ stems, Effect size Ͷ.͹͵ ͻͶͺ µmʹ ± Ͳ.͵ͻ, p < Ͳ.ͲͲͳȌ ͻͶͻ 
hȌ Distribution of mean cell cycle length in WT ȋCol-Ͳ/LerȌ and 35s::CYCD3;1 +/- ͻͷͲ plants.  Boxes represent the interquartile range, whiskers represent total range. ͻͷͳ ȋt-test, WT ͷ stems, 35s::CYCD3;1-3 ͹ stems, t = -Ͳ.͹ͺͻͻ, df = ͸͹ͳͺ, p=Ͳ.Ͷͷ͸͸Ȍ ͻͷʹ 
i-jȌ Segmented surface projections of stems of WT ȋColͲȌ ȋiȌ and cdkb1;1/1;2 ͻͷ͵ double mutant plants ȋjȌ.  Shading indicates outer surface area.  Scale bars ͻͷͶ represent ʹͲ µm. ͻͷͷ 
kȌ Distribution of cell sizes in WT ȋColͲȌ and cdkb1;1/1;2 double mutant plants.  ͻͷ͸ Boxes represent the interquartile range, whiskers represent total range. ȋGLMM, ͻͷ͹ WT = ͺͻͶ cells from ͳ͵ stems, cdkbͳ;ͳ/ͳ;ʹ = ͷͻ͵ cells from ͳͳ stems, Effect size ͻͷͺ = ʹͲ.ʹͶ µmʹ ± Ͳ.ͷ͵, p < Ͳ.ͷʹ͹ͺȌ ͻͷͻ 
lȌ Distribution of mean cell cycle length in WT ȋCol-ͲȌ and cdkb1;1/1;2 double ͻ͸Ͳ mutant plants.  Boxes represent the interquartile range, whiskers represent total ͻ͸ͳ 
Ͷ͵  
range. ȋt-test, WT = ͳ͵ stems, cdkbͳ;ͳ/ͳ;ʹ = ͳͳ stems, t = Ͳ.͸ͶͶͺ, df = ͳ͸.͹͸͸, p ͻ͸ʹ = Ͳ.ͷʹ͹ͺȌ ͻ͸͵ *, **, *** indicate a significance at the Ͳ.Ͳͷ, Ͳ.Ͳͳ and Ͳ.ͲͲͳ levels respectively. ͻ͸Ͷ  ͻ͸ͷ 
 ͻ͸͸ 
Figure 6: Homeostasis of cell size is more robust if cell size is integrated at ͻ͸͹ 
both the G1/S and G2/M transitions resulting in two phases with flexible ͻ͸ͺ 
lengths. ͻ͸ͻ 
aȌ Schematic of the two-transition model of the cell cycle based on two ͻ͹Ͳ sequential CDK activities.  The cell grows with a relative growth rate g.  The Gͳ/S ͻ͹ͳ transition is regulated by the accumulation of CDKS activity at the rate pCDKS to a ͻ͹ʹ threshold TGͳ/S.  The G/M transition is regulated by the accumulation of CDKM ͻ͹͵ activity at a rate pCDKM to a threshold TGʹ/M .  Once the Gʹ/M transition is passed ͻ͹Ͷ cell division is triggered and the cell divides with a division ratio d.  Simulations ͻ͹ͷ were initiated with a population of ͳͲͲ asynchronous cells and observed ͻ͹͸ variation in g and d were included. ͻ͹͹ 
bȌ Model with size controlled at only the Gͳ/S transition.  Mean Gͳ length ȋgreyȌ ͻ͹ͺ and S-Gʹ-M length ȋyellowȌ are shown.  Error bars show standard deviation.  Gͳ ͻ͹ͻ length is determined by a combination of pCDKS and cell size, but S-Gʹ-M length ͻͺͲ is determined solely by pCDKM.  Small reductions in pCDKM ȋup to ʹ foldȌ do not ͻͺͳ affect overall cell cycle length since increased S-Gʹ-M length is compensated for ͻͺʹ by reduced Gͳ length.  Larger reductions in pCDKM cannot be compensated, since ͻͺ͵ Gͳ length reaches a minimum and cell cycle length is determined entirely by ͻͺͶ pCDKM.  ͻͺͷ 
ͶͶ  
cȌ Model with size controlled at Gʹ/M only. Mean Gͳ ȋgreyȌ and S-Gʹ-M ȋyellowȌ ͻͺ͸ length are shown. Error bars show standard deviation.  S-Gʹ-M length is ͻͺ͹ determined by a combination of pCDKM and cell size. Gͳ length is determined ͻͺͺ solely by pCDKS.  Small reductions in cell pCDKS ȋup to ͳ.Ͷ foldȌ do not affect ͻͺͻ mean cell cycle length since small increases in Gͳ length are compensated for by ͻͻͲ reductions in S-Gʹ-M.  Larger reductions cannot be compensated, since S-Gʹ-M ͻͻͳ length is at a minimum and cell cycle length is determined entirely by pCDKS. ͻͻʹ 
d,eȌ Mean Gͳ length and S-Gʹ-M length in model simulations in which cell size is ͻͻ͵ controlled at both the Gͳ/S and Gʹ/M transitions.  Both Gͳ and S-Gʹ-M length ͻͻͶ are determined through a combination pCDKS, pCDKM and cell size.  This model ͻͻͷ predicts a constant cell cycle length even with large fold reductions in pCDKS ȋdȌ ͻͻ͸ or pCDKM ȋeȌ.  Error bars show standard deviation. ͻͻ͹ X-axes represent the fold reduction in pCDK value used in the simulation relative ͻͻͺ to  pCDK in the wild type simulation.  Wild type simulations are shown in the left ͻͻͻ hand bars.  Error bars represent standard deviation. ͳͲͲͲ 
f-iȌ Distribution of cell size in model simulations described in parts b-d ͳͲͲͳ respectively. Solid lines show mean cell size.  Shaded areas represent standard ͳͲͲʹ deviation. ͳͲͲ͵ fȌ Model with cell size control at Gͳ/S only.  A small ȋͳ.ʹ foldȌ reduction in ͳͲͲͶ pCDKM ȋblueȌ does not affect the ability of the population to maintain a constant ͳͲͲͷ mean cell size over time.  A larger ȋ͵ foldȌ reduction in pCDKM, ȋredȌ leads to loss ͳͲͲ͸ of cell size control. ͳͲͲ͹ gȌ Model with cell size control at Gʹ/M only.  A small ȋͳ.ʹ foldȌ reduction in ͳͲͲͺ pCDKS ȋblueȌ does not affect the ability of the population to maintain a constant ͳͲͲͻ 
Ͷͷ  
mean cell size over time.  A larger ȋ͵ foldȌ reduction in pCDKS ȋredȌ, leads to loss ͳͲͳͲ of cell size control. ͳͲͳͳ h,iȌ Model with cell size control at both Gͳ/S and Gʹ/M.  Neither small ȋblueȌ nor ͳͲͳʹ large ȋredȌ reductions in pCDKM ȋhȌ or pCDKS ȋiȌ result in loss of cell size control ͳͲͳ͵ although cell size is predicted to increase.   ͳͲͳͶ 
 ͳͲͳͷ 
 ͳͲͳ͸ 
Figure 7: G1 length and S-G2-M length are both flexible. ͳͲͳ͹ 
a-cȌ Comparison of H4::DB-VENUS expression and pattern of EdU incorporation.  ͳͲͳͺ Surface projections of VENUS YFP signal ȋaȌ and EdU-AlexaFluorͶͺͺ signal ȋbȌ ͳͲͳͻ from the same stem.  Segmented image ȋcȌ identifying cells with no H4::DB-ͳͲʹͲ 
VENUS and no EdU incorporation ȋredȌ, cells with H4::DB-VENUS and EdU ȋblueȌ ͳͲʹͳ and cells with only H4::DB-VENUS ȋgreenȌ, predicted to be in Gͳ, S and Gʹ-M ͳͲʹʹ respectively.  Scale bars represent ʹͲ µm. ͳͲʹ͵ 
dȌ Distribution of cell sizes of predicted Gͳ ȋredȌ, S ȋblueȌ and Gʹ-M cells ȋgreenȌ.  ͳͲʹͶ Boxes represent the interquartile range, whiskers represent total range. ANOVA, ͳͲʹͷ n=ͷͳ͸ cells, FȋʹȌ = ͳͳͺ.ͻ, p < Ͳ.ͲͲͳ, letters indicate significantly different groups ͳͲʹ͸ based on Tukeyǯs post hoc analysis. ͳͲʹ͹ 
e-fȌ Mean Gͳ length ȋeȌ and S-Gʹ-M length ȋfȌ.  Data is grouped by ͳͲʹͺ developmental zone.  Data shown is the mean from three stems and error bars ͳͲʹͻ represent standard deviation. ͳͲ͵Ͳ 
g-jȌ Relationship between cell area and phase lengths in young ȋpͳ-pͷȌ ȋg-hȌ and ͳͲ͵ͳ old ȋp͸-pͳͲȌ ȋi-jȌ primordia.   ͳͲ͵ʹ 
 ͳͲ͵͵ 
Ͷ͸  
Figure 8: Mutant analysis suggests length of G1 and S-G2-M is size ͳͲ͵Ͷ 
dependent  ͳͲ͵ͷ 
a-bȌ Surface projections of WT ȋCol-ͲȌ ȋaȌ and cdkb1;1/1;2 double mutant plants ͳͲ͵͸ ȋbȌ expressing H4::DB-VENUS.  VENUS signal is shown in yellow.  Cell ͳͲ͵͹ membranes are shown in magenta. Scale bars represent ʹͲ µm. ͳͲ͵ͺ 
cȌ Distribution of mean Gͳ length in WT ȋCol-ͲȌ and cdkb1;1/1;2 plants.  Data ͳͲ͵ͻ represent mean values from ͳ͵ and ͳͳ plants respectively. ȋt-test, t=Ͷ.͸ͺͷͺ, df = ͳͲͶͲ ͳͻ.ͺͷͶ, p = Ͳ.ͲͲͲͳȌ ͳͲͶͳ 
dȌ Distribution of mean S-Gʹ-M length in WT ȋCol-ͲȌ and cdkb1;1/1;2 plants.  ͳͲͶʹ Data represent mean values from ͳ͵ and ͳͳ plants respectively. ȋt-test, t = -ͳͲͶ͵ Ͷ.͸ͺͷͺ, df = ͳͻ.ͺͷͶ, p=Ͳ.ͲͲͲͳȌ ͳͲͶͶ 
e-fȌ Surface projections of WT ȋCol-ͲȌ ȋeȌ and cycd3;1-3 triple mutant plants ȋfȌ ͳͲͶͷ expressing H4::DB-VENUS.  VENUS signal is shown in yellow.  Cell membranes ͳͲͶ͸ are shown in magenta. Scale bars represent ͷͲ µm. ͳͲͶ͹ 
gȌ Distribution of mean Gͳ length in WT ȋCol-ͲȌ and cycd3;1-3 plants.  Data ͳͲͶͺ represent mean values from ͻ and ͹ plants respectively. ȋt-test, t = ʹ.͸ͳͶͶ, df = ͳͲͶͻ ͻ.ͳʹͻ, p = Ͳ.Ͳʹ͹͹ͷȌ ͳͲͷͲ 
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